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ED’S UP

Happy new year
Think of the fun ahead
I KNOW what you’re thinking: Forget Covid, this year’s
all been about Secrets mag?
Ha. I’m joking of course. But as
everyone is banging on about this
year’s major news stories, often
it’s the little things that are worth
championing, too.
Think about what else has happened,
what you’ve learned, what has
inspired you.
And, crucially, what you’d like to do
next month, next year and beyond.
A change of year is a great excuse to
make plans, break plans and dream
big. What’s to lose?
Our cover star, Megan Swann, is such
an inspirational figure. She’s gone
from YMC to VP of The Magic Circle,
battling prejudice, leading by example
and making a difference.
We’ve come a long way - there are
now more women in magic - but there
are still things we can change to help
promote this.
Now Megan’s on a new mission. Here
she reveals the secrets of her new
show, using magic to teach about
environmental issues. Just amazing.
I’ve packed this issue with tricks

galore, so huge thanks to Ian Adair
and Chris Wardle for sharing their
creative ideas.
And we’ve got some hot tips from
Mark Chandaue on how to overcome
magician’s guilt. You know, that
feeling you get when you’re wearing
a thumbtip or about to do a sneaky
move. This is great advice from a
seasoned pro.
We look back at J Day. All eight
hours of fantastic magic and wonder,
including the competition.
And we also look forward to the next
year with the complete list of dates of
workshops to come.
I think I’ll be making some changes to
Secrets mag throughout next year, so
please keep sending me your ideas,
interviews, reviews, games etc.
I’ve loved editing this for the last year.
But I really want to hear from you
whether you like it or not. And how it
can be improved.
Even if it’s to drop me a line to
suggest someone you’d like
featured... let me know.
2021. Bring it on.
> William Spencer - editor
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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Free card workshop
and lesson with Will H
The Chris Latham Workshop is a
fantastic opportunity for you to develop
your card magic skills via a masterclass
and one-on-one tuition. Ten lucky
magicians will be invited to join The
Magic Circle’s Close-up Magician of the
Year 2015 and ex Secrets editor Dr Will
Houstoun, for an exclusive lecture, and
will also have the opportunity to receive
a 30-minute session of individual
instruction.
Due to Covid 19 the lecture and lessons
will all take place via Zoom. The lecture
will be held in the afternoon on January
23, 2021, and the personal lesson at a
convenient time for you and Will. This
opportunity is open to YMC Members
who are 16 or older. To register your
interest, e-mail editor@themagiccircle.
co.uk with your name and age by the
end of January 3, 2021. Successful
applicants will be notified of their place
by 10 January.

The Workshop Team
Alexander Crawford
Sarah Stott
For YMC information, workshops, etc.,
contact info@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
© 2020 The Young Magicians Club.
All Rights Reserved.
Opinions expressed may not always reflect those of the
editorial team, The Young Magicians Club team or The
Magic Circle Council.
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SWANN’S
ON POINT

Not content with being The Circle’s first
female Vice President, Megan Swann
now wants to change the world through
magic. We talk to this ex YMC inspiration.
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William Spencer: America is getting its
first female Vice President. But you got
there first as the VP of The Magic Circle.
Does that annoy you?
Megan: [LAUGHS] No, not at all. We
made a decision not to try to get any
press coverage out of me being the first
female Vice President. We got a lot of PR
about me being the first female officer.
We’ve covered that already.
Maybe if I become the first female
President we’ll look at that again.
Wow. Is that on the cards?
I’ve got a few more years as Vice
President. I don’t know. I’m open to the
idea, we’ll see what happens. I’d like to
one day, but whether I’ll be the first...?
What would you do differently?
I’m not a radical type of leader. I’d like
to see people working together more.
I’d like to make the society seem more
modern. We’ve come a long way. We still
have an image - like magic in general that’s it for old white guys. And it’s not.
It’s better than that.
We’ve got a way to go to promote
who we really are. Who we should be.
Inclusive for everyone.
It has improved. I don’t think it’s unusual
now to think of a female magician.
Britain’s Got Talent has helped. It’s still
a point: the fact that you can market
yourself about being a female magician.
It’s not something I do. It’s pretty
obvious I’m a woman. I don’t see the
point about bragging about it.
How did you get started?
I got a magic set, probably Marvin’s,
when I was about five. When I was 8
I had Roy Marsh as a magician at my
birthday party. I absolutely loved it. That
sparked my interest. It was actually the
day before my birthday. The day my little
brother was born. I got a brother and a
career, effectively.
When I first joined the YMC I was still on
the kids’ magic sets. Someone pointed
me towards Davenports and I started
buying close-up tricks. I did whatever I
was taught at workshops.
As I got bit older I started getting into
stage magic. That was when I found my
style. Stuff I could use while dancing.
I tried a bit of everything. YMC’s a great

place to work out who you are. Try
everything, don’t just follow the crowd,
work out what it is that you enjoy doing. I
found my style in stage magic. Classical
tricks with a modern take on them.
My Black Swan act was created for the
Young Magician of the Year competition.
I’ve been doing it since I was 16, but it
looks completely different now. But it’s
the same tricks.
How did you develop the act?
From the beginning I’d been doing ballet
in my act, doing it on point. The magic
got ballet-ified. I started working on the
dressing room theme, although I was
wearing a white dress at the time. Trying
to think more about the story.
When I was at university I headed up
a magic society there, and we put on a
show called Red Carpet Magic. It meant
I could develop the character and think
about more than just the tricks. It had
a Hollywood theme. Black Swan was a
popular film at the time, so I tied it in with
that. I already used Swan Lake, because
it’s the best ballet. It just worked so well
I stuck with it. All these years later she’s
still there.
How did YMC shape you?
At YMC I started learning proper magic
tricks - ones that are impressive and
fooled people. I learned stagecraft,
presentation skills. I saw how other
professional magicians performed. It
showed me what level I had to get to. It
inspired me to be good at magic.

“I’m trying
to do some
real good ”

I went every single month in eight years
- only missing three for other reasons. I
had so many opportunities to perform
through it. I got a scholarship to go to a
magic camp in Canada and I performed
in the States. Fantastic opportunities.
The competitions gave deadlines, I really
valued those.
I also learnt that I don’t like card tricks
because I got fed up of seeing all the
boys do them. I learnt how important it is
to be different and that being different is
a good thing. That’s probably one of the
biggest things I took away from it.
It was only by going to the YMC I
realised girls didn’t really do magic.
Turning up, thinking it would be like any
other club, and realising I was the only
girl in a room of 70-80 boys. It was quite
scary, to put it mildly.
I used to try to blend in and do the same
things as everybody else - do the card
tricks, wear the jacket - do all the things
I thought were expected of a magician.
The thing I really learned was that the
people that were winning things were
doing things that were different. They
were standing out. Being different was a
good thing.
What stopped you from turning around
and leaving on that first day?
Another girl turned up. If Belinda hadn’t
come I probably wouldn’t be here today.
How do we encourage more females?
We need to promote the fact that girls do
do magic... that would be helpful.

WARMING
WARNING
Megan Swann (real name
Megan Knowles-Bacon)
teaches environmental
issues through magic
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I remember the magic sets in the Argos
catalogue used to be in the boys’ toys
sections. I’d say, Why are they in there? I
like magic.
I was quite lucky, in that my mum and
dad brought me up to be well rounded. I
was always hands on. Getting muddy.
Helping my dad do woodwork and
gardening. But I still like girly things.
It’s about making them feel like they fit
in.

When you’re 10 it’s really hard to accept
that you are different. It’s hard to be the
one that stands out for something you
can’t change. Having women involved in
magic is important.
It’s important women are on the bill with
other male magicians.
One of the girls who has now joined The
Magic Circle told me that I was one of
the first girls she’d seen do magic and I
really inspired her. That I could go back
to YMC and perform for them probably

“I want to make an impact
and feel like I’m not
damaging the world”
MEGAN’S FAV...
Magicians
Ali Bongo
Roy Marsh was influential for me.

Tricks
Floating ball. I love levitations.
Breaking the fundamental rules of
nature. It’s what magic’s all about.

made a big difference. I hope it did
anyway.
We need to make sure that girls feel
comfortable. Don’t say, You only won
that because you are a girl.
I was always sure of myself. I knew what
I was good at, what I loved, what to stick
at.

Dancing cane. I’ve adapted it and
vanish it at the end.

So many girls come once or twice and
don’t come back. That’s my fear. How
many of them could have gone on to be
amazing? One of them could have gone
on to be the President of The Magic
Circle.

Gypsy Thread. It’s so versatile and for
sharing messages.

Your new show is very different, teaching
eco issues through magic.

Moves

I haven’t had many shows. But they
always go down brilliantly when I do it.

The throw link in the linking rings.
Learning to palm properly is very
useful. I used to walk around with a
2p in my palm all the time.

Go-to tricks
I’ve got a little purse when I’m out
and about.
Extreme Burn made with vouchers.
Gypsy thread. I’ve always got a bit of
that around a card with me.

It’s scary how much kids know already.
They get it. It’s wonderful to see.
I’ve done a few for adults as well. It’s
always really positive and exciting.
They’ve been my favourite gigs. They’re
loving this new way of communicating
this message. It’s got legs and I’d love to
be able to perform for people who may
not automatically get the message. Who
need a bit of convincing.
I’m developing an online show for people
with some interest who might need a bit
of a nudge in the right direction to take

action. I’m trying to do some real good
with it.
What was your inspiration?
My degree was in wildlife conservation.
I’ve always been passionate about the
environment. When I finished my degree
I left all doom and gloom thinking there
was nothing I could do to change things.
But then I realised it was just about the
way it’s communicated.
I also studied the impact of performance
skills on sharing messages. Like learning
how using surprise can have an impact
on how much is remembered. Having
comedy and other tricks that capture
your attention can really help. They’re
more likely to listen and retain that
information.
How you perform can really help get the
message across.
It was quite logical to use the magic to
get these messages across, to make it
fun and memorable. And in a way people
will listen to it and pay attention to it. But
not detract from the messages.
It’s factual and scientific but still fun and
engaging.
What types of tricks do you do?
Restorations are really good for
environmental magic. Destroying
nature, etc. Torn and restored paper.
Deforestation. Trees make paper.
Gypsy thread is used to show about
species conservation. My favourite
one in the main show... I put a black
sponge in a balloon to represent
carbon in the atmosphere. Then
do needle through balloon and the
needle gets stuck on the sponge ball
representing the sun’s rays getting
stuck on the carbon. And how that
leads to the earth heating up.
I don’t know how I thought of it but it
works.
The one niggle with it is that a balloon
is not the most environmentally friendly
thing. Which is a pain but it’s such a
good way of explaining the message it’s
worth doing. I dispose of it responsibly.
I wouldn’t use animals in my act. That’s
my other job. Another topic.
I don’t have any pets - there’s an issue
with the carbon footprint that comes
with them. And I don’t have the time and
energy to look after them. It doesn’t suit
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my lifestyle. It would be irresponsible to
have any.
Are you against using animals in
magic?
It depends how they are used. In an
education setting they can really
help people connect with nature. But
if you’re using one and throwing it
around like a toy, the life isn’t valued,
that’s where the problems come in.
I’m not as anti animals in performance
as you might think, for someone
who works in an animal welfare
organisation.
You need to have a really sound reason
to use them and think about it before
using them.
You were named on the TV quiz The
Chase. That’s true fame.
It was hilarious. I had no idea. My mum
had The Chase on and we muted it
because we started getting all these
messages. ‘You were in a question
on The Chase’. They named me. I was
literally a question on the Chase. It’s
such an odd feeling. It’s almost like I
am famous.
Do you want fame?

The whole reason I did a silent act to begin
with is because when I get nervous I fluff up
what I’m going to say, I talked too quickly. I
still do it a bit. Doing the silent act helped me
build my confidence. I developed stagecraft
etc., so when I went back to talking it’s not
been such a big deal.

I don’t care about that. I just want to
make a difference. I want to do good.
My environmental magic, I’m loving…
I see the potential there to have a real
impact. I’m hoping to do this online
show for charities so I can perform and
get donations for the Wildlife Trust, etc.
I want to make an impact and feel like
I’m not damaging the world.

I have done cabaret and close-up, but I prefer
stage. I like arty. I like a theme. A message or a
story. It suits who I am. Rather than a couple of
card tricks that could be meaningless.

I like helping out at The Magic Circle.
It’s not for the fame or the glory. I don’t
care about the credit, I just want to do
something positive with my life.

How do you cope with the politics of The Magic
Circle?

Would you teach Greta Thunberg a
trick?

It’s been really tough. You have to remember
what you’re doing it for and why you love the
society. And try and ignore the politics or take
sides. A bit like a swan. Work hard underneath,
paddling away frantically.

[LAUGHS] She wouldn’t know who I am.

that can change the world.

She’d have to join The Circle first.
Yes, if she genuinely wanted to learn
magic. But I think she’s got enough
on at the moment. If ever I was to get
famous that’s the sort of fame I’d want.
Someone who really stood up for what
they believed in and using that fame
to make an impact, talk to leaders and
inspire change. I find it amazing how
one person can inspire a movement

Social change. Behavioural change. It’s Any other tips for female magicians?
a fascinating topic.
Reach out to other female magicians.
Sometimes it’s nice to know you’re not alone.
You front the TMCTV show. You’ve
moved from silent act to speaking. You Don’t let being different ever put you off.
It’s definitely a positive to stand out. Being
seem to be finding your voice in so
a female magician can be a great thing. Do
many ways.
your own thing. Don’t worry what the boys are
I’ve got more confident in front of the doing. Reach out, don’t be afraid to ask from
camera. At the beginning I hated it. I’m other women. Just because they are harder to
more relaxed now.
find doesn’t mean you can’t reach out.
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DOWNLOAD

DECEPTION

This baffling piece of movie mentalism
comes from the devious mind of Chris
Wardle.
Here is an old idea brought right up to
date, which has an appealing theme and
a surprise at the end.

has different films listed and that the
downloads all have a range of prices.
The spectator confirms that this is true.

The performer patters on the theme of
music and movie downloads – in the
past to own your favourite music you
had to buy records, then cassettes,
then CDs and if you wanted to watch
a film you had to go to the cinema, or
buy a VHS cassette or a DVD or BluRay. Now many people download their
entertainment directly and just use
their favourite streaming service or
app.

The spectator is asked to choose a
download service, e.g., Amazon Prime
Video, and to choose a person from your
family to download a film for (e.g., Dad)
then to let you know a film and its price.
Therefore, using the example lists below,
they look on the list and name ‘David
Copperfield’ and the download price

The spectator looking at the cards
is asked to confirm that each is a
different movie download service, each

The performer recaps that the spectator
chose which download service to use
each time, which film for which person
and that the films all have a variety of
prices, yet a completely random
total will have been reached.
A couple of spectators are now
nominated to add together
the download prices using the
calculator app on their phones
– using more than one helper
ensures that if a mistake is made
it can be checked and verified! The
spectators confirm that they have
reached and checked the total,
but this is not announced at this
stage.

With this in mind, you have chosen
your four favourite suppliers of
movies and you would like a
spectator to help you to take part
in an experiment. A prediction is
placed on a table to be viewed
later. You produce four postcardsized lists which are handed to a
spectator and you hold a pad. On
the pad it reads: Mum, Dad, Sister,
Me, with a space between each
name.
You explain that the spectator is going to
choose a streaming service at random,
choose a movie for each member of your
family and let you know the price of the
download. So, four films will be chosen
at random.

(Please note, only the spectator holding
the cards realises that there is just ONE
film listed for each person, they can
still see that the films are all different
and with varied prices, but the other
spectators will assume that they are
choosing from a long list of films!)

of £2.81. This card is then discarded as
they will choose one movie from each
download service. They then choose
Netflix, for example, and pick a film
for Mum. So, they name ‘The Greatest
Showman’ and £1.50 as the download
price. They then choose a film for you
from Google Play and so pick ‘Avengers:
Endgame’ at £2.24 and finally they pick a
film from Cinemax for your sister and so
choose ‘Abominable’ for £1.61.

The performer now picks up the
prediction and turns it around to show
the value nine pounds and eighteen
pence in digits: 9 . 1 8. However, the
spectators checking the total then
announce that the total of the four
downloads is eight pounds and sixteen
pence! The performer says that he was
very close, only being one pound and
two pence out, but then realises his
mistake. The performer comments that
he is a great fan of Australian films
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and he has been holding the prediction
upside down!
Slowly turning the card around, it is seen
that the prediction of 9 .1 8 becomes 8 . 1
6 and the prediction was right all along!

WORKING

If you follow the effect as described it
always works, adding one movie from
each card for each person. Obviously,
you can change who you are choosing
movies for to fit your own family
circumstances and presentation; it could
be for four friends for example and, of
course, you can use any movies and
download service companies that you
prefer – just don’t change the prices or
the total will not be reached!

This effect is based on a Larry Becker
effect, entitled ‘Game Show’, which
has since been adapted into many
forms, such as Fred Rosenbaum’s
‘Chinese Menu’ and Michael Breggar’s
‘Black (Magic) Friday’ to name just two
variations. I also published a version in
my lecture notes book, called The Book
of the Lectures, using the theme of fast
food delivery services, entitled ‘Order,
Order’.
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reversed and place the decimal points as
shown here so that it looks in the right
position when the totals are seen from
either orientation.
Stress the freedom of choice and don’t
let the other spectators see just how
many films are listed on the cards. As far
as the assisting spectator is concerned,
they are making choices freely, but
as far as the audience is concerned,
they believe that there is a much wider
selection on offer, which helps to make
the effect seem even more impossible!
This is completely self-working, so you
can totally focus on the presentation
and the entertainment of your audience,
because after all, that is what magic is
really about!

Use a calculator-style font or similar to
.
.
ensure that the 9.1 8 becomes 8.1 6 when

I have used the basic principle (of an
addition matrix) but updated the theme

Y
LE PLA
GOOG

and added an extra surprise at the end
with the reversible prediction. I have also
simplified the calculations so that lower
numbers are totalled, which makes the
whole thing quicker and makes it less
likely for a spectator to make a mistake
with the calculations.
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Your list (left) and pad
(above) could look like
these.
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Kevin’s column

A YEAR TO

REMEMBER

“So this is Christmas. What have you done? Another year
over and a new one just begun.” Those are the words of John
Lennon reflecting on the ending year and, of course, for us the
year which will shortly be over has been a very, very strange
one.

a clip-on microphone and a large green screen.

2020 will be remembered as a big year in world history and
you are living through it. As this century draws to a close, when
you are grandparents your grandchildren will be fascinated
to hear your stories of when the world was hit by a pandemic.
What will you be able to tell them you did in the Year of the
Covid? Maybe you will be able to talk about how you used the
time to learn and perfect some great new magic.

A lot of your generation have been ahead of the game, already
mastering this new wave of magic on YouTube, TikTok,
Instagram or whatever is your chosen platform. What was
a bedroom hobby has now become an alternative source
of income for the professional performer as they have been
selling their Zoom Shows to family house parties or corporate
virtual events.

What is very evident is the growth of online magic – or “Zoom
Magic” as it is becoming known. Lockdown has meant
development in this field has been much faster than it would
have been. Many magicians have set up their spare bedrooms
as a studio with a couple of led lights, a good quality webcam,

Magicians do have to look at their material carefully. We all
use misdirection – the technique of making your spectators
look away whilst something dodgy is done – but you cannot
misdirect a camera. If you enter this brave new world, then
do be prepared to discard some of your favourite tricks if the

They have been sorting through their magic to see what will
work in front of a camera and this relatively new genre is
producing some great original thinking.
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Talking of virtual events (yes, I did
somewhere in that last paragraph) I must
mention our Virtual J-Day this year. I am
sure it will be covered fully elsewhere
in this issue, but it started off as being
quite a challenge to stage, but ended up
having some great advantages.

For lectures, of course it was great
to have direct from the pages of this
magazine Chris Wardle. And as well as
him, I was delighted to get the legendary
Jon Armstrong lecturing exclusively for
you from Hollywood, USA. And as I said
on the day, I was exceptionally excited
to introduce our gala show with the
words “Live from Las Vegas” as we were
entertained by the unique Piff The Magic
Dragon. Although he started with some
major technical problems, Piff rose above
them and gave a fantastic performance
which, judging from all your faces on the
day, you appeared to love!

J-Day is our annual members’
convention, normally held at our London
headquarters. We have had some big
names at these in past years including
Derren Brown, Dynamo, Eric Jones,
Andi Gladwin, Luis de Matos and many
others. But being on Zoom this year,
it gave us the opportunity to bring you
some people we could never even dream
of having otherwise. Max Maven is one
of the biggest names in magic and to
get him out of bed to be interviewed live
from Los Angeles by our President Noel
Britton was a great honour.

J-Day is also known for our two annual
competitions – stage and close-up –
and the Award Ceremony. This year,
we had just one competition and, being
on Zoom, it became your opportunity
to show us how you have developed
your online performing. Having, in
2019, won both the stage and close-up
competitions, Jake Allen went on this
year to complete the hat-trick and win
our first ever Online Magic competition.
Who knows – when we return to live
events in person, we may retain an
annual online competition.

angles don’t work on camera. But on the
other hand, there are sneaky things you
can get away with that don’t work live,
such as when vanishing an item, simply
dropping it out of sight and leaving it to
just remain on the floor for the rest of
the act!

I did advise competitors on some
front-of-camera techniques but I must
draw your attention to the wonderful
set-up that Jake has. No light-source
behind him (a window at his side)
and the perfect camera angle which
achieves both his face remaining in
shot throughout but also having a good
view of the table top. He addressed us
directly by talking straight to camera and
constantly checked that his hands and
props could be seen throughout. It was
an excellent performance and Jake was a
very worthy winner.
I look forward to seeing how the magic
develops as we continue this life in
lockdown but also look forward to
hopefully seeing most of you at physical
in-person events as soon as we are
allowed.
Have a great Christmas, a Happy New
Year and enjoy your magic!
Kevin Doig
Chair of YMC
December 2020
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SEE MORE J DAY
PICS NEXT ISSUE
Eek. My computer went
poof, and with it all the
screengrabs of J Day. I’ll
hopefully recover them
and share them next time.

J DAY 2020
J-DAY on Zoom? Would it work? All
doubts were smashed as soon as Chris
Wardle’s lecture kicked off, patiently
showing how to build a This and That
mentalism effect, and a gimmicked
envelope. Great, usable material.

Kevin replayed a 2011 J Day interview
with Dynamo, who said he’s the ‘coolest
geek’ and confessed the river walk stunt
cost £250,000 to pull off. That’s a lot of
pocket money!
With 93 people watching, the
competition kicked off with strong
entries from everyone. Such a great
variety of material - from think a drink
(Robbie), Charming Chinese Challenge
(Jack), lockdown mental epic (Arabella)
and loads more.
Jon Armstrong beamed over from the US
to teach a sandwich trick and a new way
of unlinking crazy man’s handcuffs.
Wayne Fox demmed (demonstrated)
some moves from his Filthy download.

Boy, he’s got some moves.

TMC Pres Noel Britten interviewed
legendary mentalist Max Maven, who
says he was “one of the first to do
interactive magic through a screen.” He
stressed the need to have other interests
beyond magic, and how to structure a
show with a strong beginning and end.
“It all has to be strong. But there are
different types of strong.”
Peter Nardi from Alakazam demmed
some great tricks, and gave viewers a
20% discount code.
The big reveal.. Ta Da.. The Awards
Ceremony.
Magical Bones, aka Richard Essien, won
the Rising Star Award.
Jake Allen came in first place in the J-Day
competition with some masterful card
work, including a deck switch so good it
completely flummoxed me. He also won
the Member of the Year Award.

Robert Stevens came second with his
Think A Drink act. And Arabella Crawford
and William Wild came joint third place.
William Wild also won an award for
technical ability. And Tammy scooped
the Kaymar Comedy Cup.
To round off an epic day, Piff The Magic
Dragon defied technical nightmares to
beam an interactive show all the way
from Las Vegas.
So much quick-fire comedy, including
zapping his dog, Mr Piffles, from holiday
in Hawaii into the arms of Jade, his
Vegas showgirl assistant.
This was a J Day like no other,
capitalising on being online to pull in
international talent.
Congrats to Kevin and Alexander for
making it happen. And even more to all
our members for taking part and making
it so memorable.
Here’s looking forward to 2021.

WINNER

WINNER

Kevin
Doig

MENTORS’ DAY
I LOVE it. The day YMC members take
over. Who needs adults anyway?

After lunch four bright young mentors
took over with four brilliant lectures.

(That said, Kevin and Alexander did a
good job of keeping everything running.
And I think they’re over 18 years old!)
The Under 14s competition had some
fantastic entries including two by
members for whom this was their first
workshop. Ned won this comp with his
“Fruit Magic” prediction and chop cup.

Seby Armstrong talked through his 365
Instagram challenge, detailing what
works, what doesn’t and how to ignore
the haters you often find online. He
showed his version of Jacob’s ladder and
a JW grip vanish of a coin. “Set yourself a
challenge,” he advised. And always say
Thank You for online feedback to help
make friends.

For the 14s and over Shae Gathercole
won with an okito box and transparent
coin routine. Great entries throughout.

Sam Saffron gave an Ambitious Card
masterclass and taught Card To Mouth.
“Pretend you are amazed by magic,” he

advised. And watch Daryl on YouTube.
KC Franklin taught how to overcome fear
and gain confidence. She told how she
practices the same trick over and over to
help conquer a stutter, and performs at
tattoo conventions for experience.
Triple J Day comp winner and member
of the year Jake Allen ended with his
handling of the Ascanio Spread and the
Vernon Addition. “Read Card College,”
he said. And if that’s the secret to his
success, I’m digging my copy out right
now. What a great day.
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OVERCOMING
MAGICIAN’S
GUILT
Magician’s or mentalist’s guilt is the
biggest beacon that will illuminate,
brighter than the brightest spotlight, the
very things that we would like to remain
shrouded in darkness.
When we talk about magician’s guilt
what do we really mean? The term
magician’s guilt is used as a blanket
term but there are differences between
magician’s guilt and mentalist’s guilt.
For magicians it is predominantly driven
by a fear of getting caught performing
the move or having the gaff discovered.
Those things exist for a mentalist too,
but for a mentalist there is a deeper
element which I will call, for want of
a better term, the charlatan factor.
One of the key things that set magic
and mentalism apart is plausibility.
Everybody knows that magic is all
tricks, but with a mentalist there is that
possibility that this could be real, and
that adds a whole extra layer of guilt.

“Believe in
the effect
and don’t
think of the
method”

Many modern mentalists shy
away from the traditional “psychic”
presentation and opt instead for
a body language/psychological
approach simply because they
do not feel comfortable claiming,
even by implication, to have
psychic powers. This is what I call
the charlatan factor; it’s that fear
or sense of being a charlatan by
claiming to have psychic powers
that you do not possess. The
irony is that claiming to use body
language to reveal which hand
is holding a coin, when in reality
you are using an electronic device
to locate the coin, is no less of a
lie than claiming to have psychic
powers. The body language
approach is merely a more
palatable lie for many. Don’t get me
wrong, the psychological approach
is a valid premise and not all who
use it are driven by mentalist’s guilt.
There are those that simply love the
premise and the presentational hooks
it offers, and do it great justice. I would
argue though, that there are many who
choose that route simply because they
feel uncomfortable claiming to have
powers.
I will use magician’s guilt from this point
on as a blanket term to cover both magic
and mentalism.
Probably the two most common
manifestations of magician’s guilt are
tensing up during a move, and overproving. Both of these can be equally
destructive,
Tensing up telegraphs to your spectators

GUILTEDGED
SWORD
Stop trying to impress
spectators and instead
accept you’re giving the
gift of wonder, writes
Mark Chandaue.

that something happened. They may
not have seen what happened, but they
know from the performer’s demeanour
that something did, and in that moment
the illusion is broken.
Another side-effect of this is the blink.
The blink happens at the moment the
move is performed, even in practice; as
the move is performed you blink, hiding
the dirty secret from your own eyes.
Many magicians are not even aware
of the blink and it can be a dangerous
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thing because it occurs even when
practicing in front of the mirror. Due
to the unconscious blink, the move
looks smooth as silk. Unfortunately,
spectators don’t know the move is
coming and so don’t know to blink, so
the move is not as hidden to their eyes.
Over-proving tends to affect magicians
more than mentalists; I guess the
mentalist’s equivalent is over-justifying.
Many magicians have this need for
things to be examinable, even when no
examination should be necessary. If
you sat down for a game of poker would
you ask the other players to examine
the chips? Of course you wouldn’t.
When you pay in small change do you
ask the cashier to examine the coins?
Ok this last one is a bad example; had
I asked cashiers to examine my coins I
probably wouldn’t have spent so many
expensive gaffs! I have seen mentalists
give long convoluted explanations of
how they came to be in possession of
a standard paperback for a book test.
Would they have done so were they
using an un-gaffed book? Probably not;
the knowledge that the book is gaffed
is what causes them to over-justify its
existence.
So how do you overcome magician’s
guilt?
The first step is honing your technique
to the point where it is second nature.
This reduces the fear of getting caught,
but does not remove the guilt. That part
is more of a challenge and different
things work for different people. One
option is not only to get the move to
look like a normal action, get it to FEEL
like a normal action. Believe in the effect
and don’t think of the method. This only
comes with enough practice to make
the method second nature. Once you
are living in the effect, rather than the
method, your hands may be turning over
two cards, but your mind is only turning
over the top card and you are completely
free of guilt.
Another thing that can help to remove
the guilt is being able to understand,
and accept, that a move or sleight is not
a cheat or a con, it is a gift. You do not
perform the sleight to outwit or demean
your spectator, but to give them the gift
of a magical moment. If every sleight
you perform is done with the motivation
to bring joy and happiness to your
audience, why would you feel guilty?
I was very lucky to see Ascanio’s lecture

on handling double cards, I missed the
intro and it wasn’t until he got to the
explanations that I realised the lecture
was on double cards. He handled a
double so casually that, no matter how
well you know cards, you would never
even dream that he was handling a
double. He would spin them on the tip of
his forefinger and toss them from hand
to hand, flick them over, and generally
treat them in a way few magicians would
ever dream of for fear of flashing. This
wasn’t just about skill, it was about
attitude; Ascanio’s magic was filled with
love and totally devoid of guilt.
One of the hardest things is being able
to forget that a gaff is a gaff and to
treat it like the genuine article. Spend a
dollar on a deck of cards and you don’t
care if they get bent, dirty or get Coke
spilled on them. In fact, you are more
concerned about the spilt Coke than
the cards. You pay £20 for a marked or
gaffed deck and suddenly you care, and
you treat that deck with far more care
than a deck of cards deserves. When
you are holding a window envelope, the
knowledge that you can personally see
a huge gaping hole is hard to ignore, and
so the envelope gets held tighter and
straighter.
Many magicians pay very close attention
to their sleights, but not enough
attention to their natural behaviour. It
is only in becoming attuned to how you
handle un-gaffed objects that you can
spot the difference in your handling
of gaffs. When I was performing coin
magic, I would think nothing of tossing
a copper silver coin to a spectator and
having them catch it. It spins too fast
for them to see the gaff, it’s a blur. Once
they caught it I would ask them to open
their hand, there is a fifty-fifty chance
that it has changed, if so I’d reveal the
coin in my hand had also changed. If
not, I would simply confirm that they
had the silver and I had the copper, then
I’d do the change. Treat the coin just
like a coin and nobody says, “Hey, wait
a minute, show me that coin.” Some of
my reputation amongst my peers was
due to their perception that most of the
things I did were pure sleight of hand,
when in reality I was gaffed to the hilt
and completely free of magician’s guilt.
Learn how you handle un-gaffed things
and then treat the gaffs exactly the
same, no matter how much they cost.
Yes, abusing an expensive gaff when you
are completely skint, is far harder than
even the most knuckle-busting sleight.

If the gaff prevents you, in some way,
from handling it in your natural way, then
you need to find a way to ensure that the
difference in handling makes complete
and utter sense to an observer within the
context of the routine. Learn that there
are no “dummy billets”, there are only
billets; there is no such thing as a gaffed
book, all books are simply books; in all
books the words are carefully chosen
and strategically placed, it’s just that in
some of the books we use, the story they
are designed to tell does not lay on the
pages.
Half the battle in eliminating magician’s
guilt is to understand that, in the context
of what we do, there is no such thing as
cheating. The act of cheating is to gain
an unfair advantage or to get one over
on a person or system. We do not do
that, we do what we do to provide the
audience a gift.
By withholding our secrets we are not
cheating our audiences, far from it. We
have sacrificed our own sense of wonder
in order to preserve and nourish theirs.
Once you understand and accept this,
and truly and sincerely perform for the
benefit of your audience, rather than
merely to impress with your prowess
and skill, then pride takes the place of
guilt and you are ready to make magic or
mystery rather than simply doing tricks.
Oh and in closing, whilst we have to
sacrifice our sense of wonder to provide
that gift to our audiences, we cannot
do so without keeping our belief in our
mysteries alive within our own hearts
and minds. Never stop loving what you
do, but remember also to love those for
whom you are doing it.

“The blink
happens at
the moment
the move is
performed,
even in
practice”
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MONEY

MATCHBOX

A brilliantly simple technique from an Ian
Adair, and a powerful bank night trick

A favourite effect of many magicians
is ‘Just Chance’, originated by Scottish
magician, Tom Sellers. This usually
involves three sealed envelopes, one
containing a genuine £5 note, the other
two having message slips inside. The
performer always ends up with the
money.
Here’s a different version, which is easy
to make up.
Three genuine, identical matchboxes
are dropped from a gift bag on to a
table surface. All three are empty, and

spectators can select whichever ones
they want. Two spectators are each
handed a slip of coloured paper – say
yellow and blue. On your behalf, a third
spectator, takes charge of a genuine £5
note. The slips of paper and £5 note are
folded by the spectators, so they can fit
inside their matchboxes. The boxes are
closed.
The three closed matchboxes are
dropped inside an examined paper bag,
which is then shaken by one of the
spectators.

“Remember, only one of the matchboxes
contains money, and I intend to keep it
by using my powers of telepathy,” the
performer says to the audience.
Holding the well-shaken bag above his
eye level, the performer reaches inside
and removes each matchbox separately,
holding it against his forehead for
a few seconds. He hands one to a
spectator, stating this was his box, and
when opened, yes, it contains the slip
of the coloured paper he folded. This
is repeated with a second spectator.
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Finally, he brings out the last box and
asks the spectator who took charge of
it on his behalf to open it. It contains the
genuine £5 note. The performer quips,
as he grabs the note, “I’ll take that –
remember, it was only on loan.”
Everything, including the £5 note, can be
examined.

REQUIREMENTS
Three identical matchboxes.
A genuine £5 note.
Two pieces of different-coloured paper
of the same size as the £5 note (yellow
and blue in this example). Packets of
different-coloured papers are available
from supermarkets and craft stores and
are reasonably priced.
A stiff paper gift bag of
the type which has a
flat base so it is able to
stand upright on a table
surface.
A bulldog clip.

SET-UP:
The three boxes, paper
slips, and £5 note are
inside the gift bag at the
start.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION
Explain to your audience you
are going to stage a game
– a game of chance, and a
chance for you to hold on to a
£5 note.
As you turn your head away,
empty the bag on to the table
and ask three spectators to
freely select a matchbox.
You hand the first spectator one of
the coloured slips of paper (yellow),
remembering its colour, and who received
it. You hand the second coloured piece
of paper (blue) to another spectator,
possibly one who is a short distance
away from the first. You must remember
the coloured paper this spectator has
been handed. A third spectator is handed
the £5 note. Say “Remember, this is on
loan and you are working on my behalf. I
intend to get it back!”
State that you will turn your back on

the audience while all three spectators
fold their papers so they fit inside their
matchboxes (you can, if you wish,
demonstrate how the papers can be
folded by using an extra piece). Once
done, request that the boxes must be
closed. Further ask one of the spectators
to take the boxes and mix them up.
Turn and face your audience. With the
well-mixed boxes on the table in front of
you, start dropping them into the bag, one
by one. In doing so, the left hand holds
the top edge of the bag whilst the right
grips each box. As the box is lowered into
the bag, you very quickly push down on
the inner tray so a section of the inner
tray will protrude. This is executed swiftly
whilst you turn your head away (refer to
illustration). Fasten the bull-dog clip over
the top two edges of the bag so to secure
it closed (it also helps when handing the
bag to a spectator to shake). In fact the
spectator does shake the bag and whilst
doing so, say, “That’s right, give the boxes
inside the bag a good shake – mix them
up!”
When you open the bag, you can glimpse
at the part opened boxes. Leave the one
which displays a section of the £5 note to
the end. The first box you remove should
contain the yellow folded paper, which the
first spectator was handed. In bringing it
out, simply push the box closed. This is
done undercover, within the bag. Place
the box to your forehead (just for effect)
and say “This box contains the yellow
folded paper and belongs to you, sir”
The box is handed to the spectator, who
checks the contents.
The second box containing the blue paper
is brought out in similar fashion and is
handed to the second spectator.
You are left with the box that contains
the £5 note, and as you bring it out, say,
“Ah, I’ve hit the jackpot. This box contains
the – MY £5 note.” Allow the spectator
who originally took charge of it to open
the box and remove the note, which is
unfolded and displayed. Finish by saying,
“I did say that the £5 note was on loan
– it’s simply a matter of the magician
always wins.”
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SPACE

ACE

A sucker puzzle with an
added twist from longtime creator Ian Adair

I’ve used an old puzzle type trick here – and
added a surprise finish.
Three cards are removed from a small paytype envelope. These consist of two black
cards and one red, the latter being an ace.
The performer fans these and approaches
a spectator, asking her to name the three
cards. She will name the ace as the ace of
diamonds.
“Sorry – you’re wrong!” the performer says
as he exposes the puzzle. Both black cards
are positioned at angles so the central ace
looks like the ace of diamonds, when in
fact, it’s the ace of hearts. Once the cards
are parted the audience realise this. “It’s
only a puzzle, and I thought you would like
to know how I fooled you.” he says.
He slowly removes the ace and inserts it
into an empty pay envelope, this being
kept in full view. He asks the spectator to
name the names of both remaining cards.
He further asks her to name the ace. She
will obviously say it is the ace of HEARTS.
Both black cards are reversed and the ace
is slowly removed from the envelope – at
first it looks like the ace of hearts, but when
it is slowly withdrawn, it’s the real ace of
diamonds.

REQUIREMENTS
Remove the four aces from a regular deck
of cards.
Two identical manila pay envelopes with
flaps. Both flaps are removed. Packets
of pay-type envelopes are available from
supermarkets, stationery shops and other
stores and are inexpensive.
Both envelopes are glued to each other,
back to back, except that one has its open
end upwards, the other down. This means
when the envelope is opened and shown
inside, it looks empty. It also means that
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we don’t have open ends next to each other, which is
important here.

SET-UP
Insert the ace of diamonds inside the envelope, its face
facing outermost.
Place the other three aces inside the opposite side of the
envelope. This will be the side you commence with.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION
Pick up the envelope and remove the three cards from
it, backs towards the audience. Hold them between both
hands and arrange them as illustrated, so the ace of
hearts appears as diamonds.
Approach a spectator and when you reverse the cards,
explain she only has moments to remember the suits
and values of these. With only three cards to keep track
of, the spectator will likely name all three, including the
ace, which she will say is the ace of diamonds. Smile and
explain it’s really a simple puzzle which has appeared
in children’s puzzle books. Part the three cards so the
spectator and audience see that the ace isn’t diamonds,
but is a heart.
Lay the two black cards face down on the table and
pick up the envelope. Insert the ace (back outermost)
inside the empty side, and say, “I’m going to place the
ace inside this envelope.” After doing so, whilst holding
the envelope, make a swift upward move and say to the
spectator, “Remember the suit and value of the ace.” At
the same time secretly reverse it, then stand it upright
against such as an upturned clear plastic tumbler.
Ask the spectator again to reveal the name of both black
cards, then ask if she remembers the suit of the ace. She
will obviously say the ace of hearts is inside the envelope.
Pick up the envelope and slowly pull up part of the ace of
diamonds card, just high enough to display what appears
to be the top section of the heart suit (see illustration.)
Say, “Sorry, you’re wrong! You see, it really has been the
ace of diamonds all along.”
Ditch the envelope into your pocket and allow the three
cards to be examined.

Note
Should you be reluctant to expose the ace puzzle, the
effect can be presented without this.
Don’t reveal the method of displaying the cards, but ask
the spectator to remember the suits and values of them.
Display both black cards and place them face down onto
the table. Don’t expose the ace at this stage – place it into
the envelope as previously described. Once the spectator
wrongly names the ace, pull the card up from inside the
envelope, then remove it fully so everyone can see the
spectator hasn’t remembered it.

SENSITIVE
SUBJECTS
THIS appears to be turning into a ‘Daft Things William Has
Done Recently’ column to go with Stuart’s ace cartoons.
Well... this week I entered a competition with a Covid themed
act. It’s a sensitive subject and I bouldered into it with comic
zeal. What could go wrong?
I plucked a named card from beneath my face mask.
Produced covid balls from my mouth, nose and thin air.
Played Track and Trace with a covid ball and chop cup. Pulled
an NHS ribbon from my clapping hands. And floated a pencil
while trying to create a vaccine - pencil-illin.
I made most of my props with a 3D printer and really got
stuck in. But it could have gone horribly wrong. Comedians
are treading carefully around Covid. So must we.

LUKE
WHO’S
BACK!
Ex YMC hotshots Harry
De Cruz (left) and Luke
Oseland (right) bring star
quality to the YMC FB page

The Young Magicians
Club Facebook page
We’ve supercharged our Facebook page to make it bigger, better and
packed with magical goodness from some of the biggest stars.
We have brought ex YMC
members Harry De Cruz and
Luke Oseland on board to
revamp the Young Magician’s
Club Facebook group.
And boy have they brought some
fresh ideas and terrific content.
So what can you look forward to?

We have:

We have content lined up from:

Trick tutorials,

Dynamo,

lectures,

Tom Elderfield,

Q&A sessions,

Nicholas Lawrence,

never-before-seen clips from
previous J-Days,

Andy Nyman,

giveaways and more!

Edward Hilsum,
Ollie Mealing,
Richard Young and many more.

CHECK IT OUT NOW
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REVIEWS BY JOSHUA GRIST
ANOTHER great review by Joshua this
edition. But we want more contributors
please.
What’s your favourite new trick? Why do
you love it? Who would it suit? Is it good
value?
Send your words to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk. We’d
love to include your reviews.

er technique but is more of a pitch as you
have to buy his gimmick. The gimmick is
clever and practical but I felt ripped off as
I feel that unless a gimmick can be made
yourself or is a new version of something
you probably already have, it should be
included with the product.
Lastly, while the
select-

Prethoughts by Banachek
People are going to hate me for this
review as Banachek is one of the most
respected creators and performers in the
industry. This is basically a multilayered
chair test that incorporates the prediction
of a sat-in chair, thought-of and added
numbers, a thought-of letter and a
selected card.

ed card effect seems very clean with free
shuffling etc, as soon as the spectator
puts the deck back in the box only to
immediately remove it and deal the first
card, the method is obvious. At the same
time, it is cheap and costs only £15, so I
suppose that you would not expect anything incredible for such a price. At the
same time, I am sad to say, I still don’t
think it is value for money as most of the
effects here have been taught for
free, alone, somewhere,
so really you are buying
his patter. I am not sure
if he is aware of the fact
that these are methods
everybody already knows,
as he seems weirdly proud
and goes into great detail.
To give an example (I came
up with this myself, it is not
in his book) he might spend
a whole two pages explaining
what one-ahead is. At the same
time, this is good for beginners
who might not be familiar with
chair test methods and other
effects here. I will say that if,
having read this review, you are
unsure as to how it is done, this is
probably a good place to start, but
otherwise I don’t see much in this.

The presentation and plot are very
interesting, and there is a lot you
can learn from it, but the chair test
is not at all original and uses the
main method in most chair tests.
The added number effect is once
again not at all original and uses
a well-known method. This was invented by him but there are better
versions.
The thought of letter uses a clev-

WORKSHOP CALENDAR 2021
At present, we don’t know how long
we will be continuing our workshops
online via Zoom or when we will be able
to return to live events at The Magic
Circle Headquarters. Whichever it is, it
is hoped the dates will not change so
these are the dates for 2021, which you
can now note in your diaries. Although
these dates state whether or not there
is an Ali Bongo Show in the evening,
these shows only apply if meetings are
at the HQ, not if they are online Zoom
meetings.

Saturday 23rd January 2021
Saturday 27th February 2021
(The February meeting is normally our
annual auction but we will not have this
until we can meet in our HQ.)
Saturday 20th March 2021 (Plus Ali
Bongo Show in the evening if at HQ)
Saturday 17th April 2021 (currently no
A.B. Show)
Saturday 15th May 2021 (Plus Ali Bongo
Show in the evening)

Saturday 19th June 2021 (currently no
A.B. Show)
Saturday 17th July 2021 (Plus Ali Bongo
Show in the evening)
Saturday 18th September 2021 J-Day
auditions. (Plus Ali Bongo Show in the
evening)
Sunday 24th October 2021 J-Day.
Saturday 20th November 2021 Mentors Day. (Plus Ali Bongo Show in the
evening)
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SPOT THE
DIFFERENCE

Megan Swann is pushing her magic in a different direction with her environmental shows. How
many changes in these two images of her can you spot? And, be honest, how much do you wish
I’d improve my Photoshop skills? Ha. Enjoy.

In next Secrets...
This month I went trick-tastic so
had to hold back two great pieces
for the next edition.

most successful magician.
Think big, then think bigger.
Yup. That big.

Rory Adams on Creativity and
How To Get Into The Circle.. Both
coming at you. Promise. Plus we’ve
got a special feature on the world’s

Plus more tricks, tips and advice
to make you the best magician
possible. And have fun trying. See
you next year.
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MAGIC SHOPS WORDSEARCH
How many of these magic suppliers can you find in the grid above?
International Magic Shop

Merlins of Wakefield

Dude That’s Cool Magic

Alakazam

World Magic Shop

Saturn Magic

PropDog

Murphys

Discount Magic

Zane’s Magic Shop

Penguin

Magic By Post

Mark Leveridge Magic

ellusionist

Mark Mason JB Magic

RSVP Magic

Vanishing Inc

Marvin’s Magic

Practical Magic

Merchant of Magic

Davenports

Kaymar Magic

TRICKS

